
Shutter Speed Aperture

Shutter speed is also known as 
exosure. It controls how much light 
reaches the sensor.
High shutter speed numbers mean 
your camera captures the image 
faster, freezing motion starting at 
speeds of 1/250 of a second. Faster 
objects will need higher shutter 
speeds to be frozen. Note that the 
faster your shutter speed, the less 
light reaches the sensor.

Aperture is a measurement of how 
large of a hole there is in your lens 
to allow light to pass through. In 
the photo to the right, you would 
record the apeture as F5.6 or F/5.6. 
The smaller the number, the larger 
the apeture, which means a lot 
of light is getting through to the 
sensor. Large apertures also create 
shallow depths of field, meaning 
only a portion of your photo will be 
in focus at a time.

Large apertures, like F16 (or F/16 
if it helps to think of apeture like 
a fraction) makes the hole in your 
lens smaller, meaning less light gets 
to the sensor. This also allows for 
medium to deep depth of field, 
meaning most or all of the object in 
your photo will be in focus.

Shutter speed is like your eyelid. 
Close your eyes and then open and close 

them quickly. This is like having your camera 
set to a fast shutter speed, light only enters 
your eyes for a quick moment. Movement is 

hard to see when you do this.

Aperture is like your iris.
It controls how much light goes through your eye to 
your “sensor.” The larger the hole is (small fraction 
like F/5.6), the more light can pass through. Your eye 
automatically adjusts your “aperture” when it’s dark 
or light, but you need to be the one to change your 

settings on your camera!

Lower shutter speed numbers 
mean the sensor in your camera is 
exposed to light for a longer period 
of time. This helps to brighten your 
image, but can also blur objects if 
they are moving during the shot. 
Typically, doing a hand-held shot, 
don’t take your shutter speed 
below 1/30 of a second.


